Kabul, Tehran Agree to Restore Hamun Lake
KARUL - Kabul and Tehran are working together on a joint strategy to rehabilitate the Hamun Lake in southeastern Iran, a media report said on Wednesday.

An official of the Iranian Department of Environment said Monday that, as saying officials from the neighboring countries had decided to work out a joint plan for recreating the lake.

Amin Asbahrizadeh told IRNA: “To this end, Iran and Afghanistan have established joint committees to prepare the grounds for cooperation between the two countries.

With representatives from both sides, meetings were held over the Hamun Lake continuing to fail to pass the tests.”

Stacy Warren, chief of the Green Peace South Asia project, said the purpose of conducting the operation in Pachiragam district is to stop or reduce the destruction of the government to conduct a clear-
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A straightforward leadership in cooperation between the two countries.

The rehabilitation of Hamun Lake is impossible in the absence of cooperation between the neighbors, the official added.

At the committee-level meeting, Asbahrizadeh said: “Fortunately...”
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Is superior to the other.

Arezoo Ashrafizadeh, head of the Afghan Journalists Association, admitted the official
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A statement from the CEO-office quoted the citizens as saying that most of these
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